
  

  
Abstract—Cognitive wireless networks usually utilize large 

numbers of cognitive nodes to collect cognitive information of 
the authorized frequency bands and do automatic configuration 
to finish spectrum sharing processes. How to realize joint 
detection and choose appropriate cognitive nodes to achieve 
opportunity type spectrum access should be considered in a 
cognitive wireless communication system. In this paper, we 
present a joint detection algorithm to finish cognitive 
information collection and one user selection scheme to 
minimize co-channel interference for the downlink of a 
cognitive mesh network with the coexistence of many primary 
nodes and cognitive nodes. In the joint detection strategy, the 
central node controls more than one cognitive user to jointly 
detect the primary channel. While the effective user selection 
algorithm is proposed to choose a group of cognitive nodes 
while maximizing the sum rate of primary nodes and satisfying 
the co-channel interference constraint from the cognitive nodes 
to primary nodes, meanwhile, the total transmitted power 
constraint for primary access point (PAP) as well as the Signal 
to Interference and Noise Ratio of the cognitive nodes is bigger 
than a given threshold γ . Simulation results show that our 
suboptimal algorithm is able to achieve high sum rate 
throughput with low complexity. 
 

Index Terms—Co-channel interference, cognitive wireless 
communication, joint detection, user selection. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Cognitive informatics (CI) has been developed fast 

recently. Wang had mentioned one theoretical architecture of 
contemporary cybernetics and cognitive informatics and a 
cognitive machine with  CI ideas [1]. Lots of orgnizations 
had claimed that the ever fixed spectrum allocation methods 
leads to vast spatial variations in the usage of allocated 
spectrum such as Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC). This motivates the concepts of cognitive radio which 
was regarded as a promising technology to utilize licensed 

 

bands by enabling cognitive nodes to share the spectrum 
allocated for primary nodes [2]. Spectrum sensing, spectrum 
management, spectrum mobility and spectrum sharing are the 
main research fields about cognitive radio technology. With 
the conception of CI, it is a paradigm of cognitive informatics 
and computational intelligence. However, in a cognitive 
wireless communication system, how to realize joint 
detection and choose appropriate cognitive nodes to achieve 
interference reduction caused by cognitive nodes have 
become obstacles to primary nodes which limits its system 
performance. To cognitive wireless communication 
designers, they had better try to find new schemes to increase 
primary nodes throughput while protecting cognitive nodes 
can make opportunity type spectrum accesses. The authors in 
this paper want to lay multiple antennas at the PAP as 
transmitting antennas with the aims to increase system rates 
and diminish their transmitting times. The system figure is 
depicted is Fig 1 and model is made in Section two. 

Spectrum sensing is needed in cognitive wireless network 
as cognitive nodes are the second users who must detect the 
licensed frequency band to find free time slots for 
transmitting without too much interference to the primary 
users in such a network [3]. Being different from the 
distributed structure, The centrally-controlled cognitive 
wireless network like Fig 1 has a central access point will 
control network resources and designate all cognitive users to 
access the primary spectrum orderly. Then in a 
centrolly-controlled cognitive radio network, cognitive users 
candetect spectrum usage with some prior knowledges of 
modulation format and characteristics about primary network, 
such as the bandwidth, carrier frequency, and chip-rate. The 
most difficult thing do finish spectrum sensing in such a 
network structure is that how to generate a global spectrum 
usage decision given a set of decision rules in local detection 
nodes. The authors in this paper focus on how to do joint 
detection of a centrally-controlled wireless network with a 
decision set P and then we give out how to do user selection 
while maximizing the sum rate of primary nodes and 
satisfying the co-channel interference constraint from the 
cognitive nodes to primary nodes, meanwhile, the total 
transmitted power constraint for primary access point (PAP) 
as well as the Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio of the 
cognitive nodes is bigger than a given thresholdγ . 

Referring to user selection combined with system 
permormance estimating, many studies focus on the 
performances of cognitive wireless communication systems 
have been shown in [4-6], but little paper dabbles in primary 
nodes  purposefully decrease co-channel interference caused 
by cognitive nodes.  Mingguang Xu and Dong Lin (2006) 
present game theory to handle the resource allocating 
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problem between cognitive users to achieve maximum rate 
[4]. The representative contributions to cognitive MIMO 
system are mainly detailed in [6], which focognitive nodes ed 
on joint utilization between beam forming, scheduling, and 
antenna selection in cognitive MIMO system. In [7], the 
writers pointed out that the beamforming algorithm has been 
also exploited as a strategy that can serve many users at 
similar throughput but with lower complexity than DPC. 
Then in this article, we consider a MIMO system with the 
coexistence between a set of primary users and a cognitive 
user and try to find out an active beamforming technique for 
Primary nodes  to enlarge Primary nodes ’ sum throughput. 
Meanwhile, we propose to decrease the co-channel 
interference constraint from the CU to Primary nodes  with 
the total transmitted power constraint for PAP. To simplify 
the sum rate maximization problem, one suboptimal 
precoding scheme is proposed to remove the co-channel 
interference from cognitive network to Primary nodes  
completely as well as mitigate interference between Primary 
nodes . 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Section II, we give the system model and formulate the 
problem of sum rate maximization. In Section III, we propose 
joint detection strategy of a Centrally-controlled cognitive 
wireless network. The algorithm CR-SUS and power 
allocation scheme are elaborated in Section IV. Numerical 
and computer simulation results are presented in Section V. 
Finally, the last section draws the conclusions of the paper. 
We adopt the following notional convention: an identity 
matrix of size N N×  is expressed by NI , the operators ( )Η⋅  

and ( )+⋅  denote conjugate transpose and pseudo-inverse 
operation. 

 

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION 
As described in previous spectrum sharing studies [4] and 

[6], we assume that a dual system with one primary access 
point decreases interference from the M cognitive nodes at K 
primary receivers drawn in Fig 1. The PAP is equipped with 

pN  transmit antennas, the j-th PU is uniformly spaced only 

with one antenna ( 1,2,...j K= , pK N ), and the cognitive 

access point (CAP) is equipped with cN  transmit antennas 
while the i-th cognitive node is played with a single received 
antenna ( 1, 2,...i M= , cM N ). The received signal vectors 
at the i-th cognitive receiver and the j-th primary receivers, 

ciy and pjy , are given respectively as 

1 1

M k

ci ci ci ci ci pj pj c
i j

y h w x h w x w
= =

= + +∑ ∑  

and 
1

k

pj pj pi pi pj
i

y h w x w
=

= +∑ , where 1 pN
cih C ×∈ is the 

channel between the PAP and the i-th cognitive node , 
1 pN

pjh C ×∈ is the channel between PAP and the j-th primary 

node, cx and pjx denote transmitting signals, modulation 

matrixes 1 2{ , ... }c c c cMW W W W= and 1 2{ , ... }p p p pkW W W W=  
are introduced to eliminate interference to primary nodes  

caused by cognitive nodes and multiple user interference 
among Primary nodes  as well as cw (1 1× ) and pjw (1 1× ) are 
Gaussian noise vector independent with zero mean and 
variance 2

0σ  and 2
pjσ  respectively, for all j in 1 to k. To 

maximize the sum rate of primary nodes  satisfying the 
condition that the co-channel interference received by 
primary nodes under a tolerable threshold pς , the sum of 
transmitting power for all primary nodes at PAP is 
constrained with total power PP , and the cSINR  is larger than 
the value γ . Then optimization problem in the downlink 
channel of the cognitive wireless communication system with 
M cognitive user can be expressed as 

2 2, 1
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In the upper equation, the first constrain is interference 
constrain to the j-th primary node, the second one is 
transmitting power constrain at the PAP, and the last one is 

cSINR  constrain. 

1pg
2pg

pKg

1ch
2ch

cMh

 
Fig.1. A Centrally-controlled cognitive wireless communication system 
 

III. JOINT DETECTION STRATEGY 
Overlay and underlay are two main methods of access 

model used in wireless mesh network structure [8] [9]. 
Overlay type access method is simple in achieving the 
spectrum, because the cognitive nodes don't care the specific 
users channel state information, just to test whether the 
authorized users have taken up frequency band. Then the 
cognitive user's testing algorithms usually have smaller 
complexity. Compared with overlay pattern, underlay type 
spectrum access is relatively complicated, with the main 
reason is the cognitive link should realize the main user 
receivers can handle the number of interference. Then the 
complexity of the detection requirements is high. Firstly we 
consider the Fig1 which shows the centrally-controlled 
cognitive wireless network structure. In this system the 
cognitive access point can control cognitive nodes to detect 
which channel in the perception stage. When cognitive 
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information is gathered, each local cognitive result will be 
collected and transmitted to the cognitive access point. Then 
the controlled point will judge which time slot is occupied 
according to the cooperation detection judging rules and use 
other related information to allocate the primary white time 
slots and return the results back to cognitive nodes. 

 

 
Fig.2. Joint detection strategy in centrally-controlled cognitive network 

 
In the upper process, multiple cognitive nodes should be 

randomly chosen to make detection for the j-th primary 
channel with a group rules P. We can work out the missed 
detection probability fp  to the j-th primary channel with the 

following theorem. 
Theorem 1: 

Given the i-th cognitive node judges the j-th primary 
channel white with probability ip  and m cognitive nodes 

with probability { }jE p , the i-th cognitive node judges the 

j-th primary channel is nearly white with probability as 

{ }[1 (1 ) ] (1 ) 1n nn
i j j j

fj
i

p E p p p
p

p
+ − − + − −

=  

Proof: 
If we give out whether one primary channel is white or not 

with probability P, then k cognitive nodes cooperatively 
detect the e j-th primary channel is white or not with 
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IV. CR-SUS ALGORITHM 
Analyzing (1), the optimal problem has shown that we 

have to maximize the sum rate of primary nodes while make 
the cognitive nodes are transparent to primary nodes when it 

accesses the primary spectrum. Then a good choice of 
minimizing interference is providing a good zero forcing 
method to make the cognitive nodes as a special user and 
pre-cancel its interference to primary nodes firstly. As 
mentioned in [10], one way to accomplish this is to use dirty 
paper coding (DPC), which is a capacity achieving and 
theoretically optimal technique that can transmit signal 
transparently through the interference. Yet DPC is difficult to 
implement in practical systems due to its high complexity in 
successive encodings and decodings, especially when there 
are too much users in the system. Now we check the optimal 
problem in equation (1) again. Power pP can be modulated 

with transmitting signals, and cSINR  can be enlarged by 
increasing cognitive transmitting power cP  or decreasing 
primary power pP . But increasing cognitive transmitting 

power cP  or decreasing primary power pP  will be a 
contradiction to the first constrain in (1) and to the main 
maximal problem. There must be a balance point within this 
question and it is not so difficult to work out the maximal 
problem is non-convex. Then we choose a design for the 
purpose of deriving the feasible solution to the question. 

One method in judging two vectors are orthogonal or not is 
whether its inner product is zero, and the basic way to work 
out the standardization orthogonal basis 1 2, ....u u for a group 
of vectors 1 2, .... kv v v  (with full rank),  is  

1 1

2 2
1 1

( )
k k

k j j j
k k j k

j jj j

v u u u
u v u v I

u u

Η Η− −

= =

= − = −∑ ∑                  (2) 

Using (2), we obtain the two phase algorithm as the 
following 
Step one: 
1) Find out the orthogonal user for the cognitive nodes in 

the group of primary nodes, if there are not enough 
primary nodes in the group who are orthogonal to the 
cognitive nodes, we choose to find the near orthogonal 
primary nodes for the cognitive nodes. We mark this 
assembly as pT  and make sure of the value p pT N ε> + , 

where pM T=  is the set cardinality of pT , 1ε ≥  is an 
integer. 

2) Calculating the standardization orthogonal basis for 
channels of the group pT as 

 
Initialization: 

0T φ= ; 
{1,2,..., }T M= ; 

While 0T pN<  

For 0Tk ∈  
                          

0

1

{0} T

[ ( ) ]s
pk pk M pi pi pi pi

i

h h I h h h hΗ Η −

∈ ∪

= − ∑  

End 

0

* arg  max s
pk

k T
k h

∈
= ; 

*
0 0T T k= ∪  

End 
Step two: 
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After we get the assembly as 0T , the mutual interference 
among the selected users can be nulled by selecting 
appropriate weighting vectors according to the principle of 
ZFB. One way for the beamforming weights vectors 0( )W T  
to obtain multi-user interference free is to invert the channel 
matrix of the selected users 0( )H T as 

†
0 0( ) ( )W T H T=                 (3) 

where †( )⋅ is denoted pseudo-inverse operation as mentioned 
before. To optimally solve the problem in (1), the optimal 
power allocation solution pP  is the power loading matrix 
obtained through water-filling algorithm under total 
transmitted power constraint. We give a sub-optimal feasible 
solution for the problem (1). It can be shown later from 
simulation results that the system can achieve better 
throughput performance using the proposed user selection. 
 

V. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS 
In the first step of CR-SUS, we need K  times inner 

product operations and 2K  vector 2-norm calculations. Let 
1B  be the computation complexity of the first step. In the 

second step, when we choose the k-th cognitive nodes, we 

need 2
2

1
( 1 )[ (2 1)]

pN

p p
k

B M k k N N
=

= + − + +∑ . Then the whole 

computation complexity is 1 2B B+ , which is 4( )cNΟ . 
 

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this section, the simulation results of our proposed 

algorithm are presented. In order to evaluate the performance 
of CR-SUS algorithm, the sum-rate performance is 
considered. In the simulation, we set 1γ = , 8p dBς = . 
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Fig. 3. Sum rates of primary users under K  primary users 

 
In Fig 3, the sum rates of primary users under the proposed 

algorithm, averaged over the channel distributions, as a 
function of the number of users K . The conclusion from Fig 
3 is that the sum rates of primary users becomes larger via the 
number of primary users can be chosen with K  and the 
number of primary users has been chosen with pN . For a 
large number of primary users, the chance to have the best 
users selected gets higher so the sum-rate increases. And the 
sum-rate increases because the number of cognitive users 
exploiting the multi-user diversity. 

Fig 4 is plotted as sum rates via DPC power allocation 
method and using equal power allocation. The figure depicts 
simulation results using both schemes of power loading are 
similar in terms of throughput. Though DPC power 
allocation scheme has much better system performance than 
the equal power allocation, it is much complex to be 
employed in a real system. 
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Fig. 4. Sum rates of primary users via different power allocation schemes 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we mainly discuss one joint detection 

strategy and one user selection algorithm used in the 
downlink of CR mesh system simplify the capacity problem 
by pre-whitening the co-channel interference to primary 
nodes. In the third section, the cognitive central node control 
more than one cognitive users to jointly detect the primary 
channel. In the fourth section, various performance 
evaluation results demonstrate that the algorithm CR-SUS 
accommodates for more general case and is able to achieve 
high sum rate throughput used in CR network. The research 
also restates that primary nodes should purposefully decrease 
co-channel interference caused by cognitive nodes  and we 
hope our research should be used to study important 
performance criteria, and shed lights on the application of 
cognitive MISO techniques.  
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